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The Netherlands 
It is not difficult to count the number of patterns of Rubik’s cube. For his newer 
puzzle, Rubik’s MAGIC, this is not that simple. It is, for example, not immediately 
obvious which configurations of the puzzle should be considered the same. In 
Exercise 49, which is due to Tom Verhoefi, we define the concept of an n-k-puzzle. 
In these terms Rubik’s MAGIC is an 8-2-puzzle with 1351 patterns. We wish to 
generate, for given n and k, all patterns of the n-k-puzzle. To simplify the formulation 
of the exercise, we require only the number of patterns to be determined. 
An enclosed segment is a segment of an array that has at least as many zeroes to 
its left as it has ones to its right. In Exercise 50 the number of enclosed segments 
of a given array has to be computed. This problem allows a linear solution without 
introducing auxiliary arrays. 
Exercise 49: Magic patterns 
For n 5 1 and k 2 0 a configuration of the n-k-puzzle is an n-tuple with elements 
in the range -k. . . k such that their sum equals zero. Configurations are considered 
equivalent when they ca.n be obtained from each other by 
(a) cyclic permutation of the tuple over one or more positions, 
(b) reversal of the tuple, 
(c) sign reversal of all elements, or 
(d) combinations of (a), (b), and (c). 
Equivalence classes are called patterns. For example, (1, -2,O, l), (-2,1,1,0), 
(0, -1, -1,2), and (-1, -l,O, 2) are equivalent configurations of the 4-2-puzzle. The 
4-2-puzzle has 14 patterns. 
We have to solve S in 
I[N,K: int;{N2lAK30} 
j[r: int; 
S 
{r = (the number of patterns of the N-K-puzzle)) 
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Exercise 50: Enclosed segments 
Find a statement list S such that 
I[N: int; {N;. O} 
X(i: o~ i< N) array of int; 
I[r: int; 
S 
{r= (N p, q: O~p~ q~ N: ES(p, q))} 
]1 
]1 
where, for o~ p ~ q ~ N, 
ES(p, q) == (N i; o~ i ~ p: X(i) = 0);' (N i: q ~ i < N: X(i) = 1). 
Solution of Exercise 47 (maximum product) 
It is requested to design a statement list S such that 
I[N: int;{N;'O} 
]1 
X(i: O~ i < N): array of int; 
I[r: int; 
S 
{r= (MAXp, q: O~ p ~ q ~ N: prod(p, q»} 
]1 
where, for O~p~q~ N, 
prod(p, q) = {
I if p = q, 
prod (p, q - 1) * X (q - 1) if p < q. 
We obtain invariant PO by introducing variable n to replace constant N in the 
postcondition: 
po: O~n~N 
A r = (MAX p, q: 0 ~ p ~ q ~ n: prod (p, q)) 
This invariant may be initialized with n, r = 0, 1. Since we wish to increase the value 
of n for n ~ N, we consider the second conjunct of PO~+l: 
r = (MAXp, q: O~ p ~ q ~ n + 1: prod(p, q)) 
= (MAXp, q: O~ p ~ q ~ n: prod(p, q)) 
max (MAX p: O~p~ n + 1: prod(p, n + 1)). 
For the readjustment of r, when increasing n, we need the value of the second 
maximization above. We have 
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(MAXp: O~p~ n + 1: prod(p, n + 1)) 
{
(MAX p: o~ p ~ n: prod(p, n)) * X(n) 
- 1 
«MIN p: O~ p ~ n: prod(p, n)) * X(n)) max 1 
The term "max 1" occurs to guard against the case 
(MIN p: o~ p ~ n: prod(p, n)) = 1. 
We, similarly, have 
(MIN p: O~ p oS n + 1: prod(p, n + 1)) 
{ 
« MIN p: 0 ~ p ~ n: prod (p, n)) * X (n )) min 1 
= 1 
(MAX p: O~ p ~ n: prod(p, n)) * X(n) 
if X(n) > 0, 
if X(n) =0, 
if X(n)<O. 
if X(n»O, 
if X(n) = 0, 
if X(n) < o. 
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In view of the formulae above, we introduce auxiliary variables sand t and 
maintain PO" PI as our invariant: 
PI: s=(MAXp:OoSp~n:prod(p,n)) 
" t = (MIN p: 0 ~ p ~ n: prod (p, n)) 
The final coding of the algorithm is then straightforward. 
s: I[n, s, t: int; n, r, s, t:= 0,1,1,1 
; do n ¥ N 
~ jf X ( n ) > 0 ~ s, t := s * X (n), (t * X (n )) min 1 
o X (n ) = 0 ~ s, t := 1, 0 
o X (n ) < 0 ~ s, t := (t * X ( n )) max 1, s * X (n ) 
fi 
; r:= r max s 
; n:= n + 1 
od 
]1 
The execution time of the program is linear in N. 
Solution of Exercise 48 (number of surpassers) 
We have to solve S in 
I[N: int; {N ~ l} 
]1 
X(i: o~ i ~ N): array of int; 
I[ r: int; 
S 
{r = (MAX i: o~ i < N: fU»} 
]1 
where, for 0 ~ i < N, 
f(i) = (Nj: i <j < N: X(i) < X(j)). 
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Observe that 
As a consequence, maximum values off can be attained only in points i for which 
there is no point h to the Ieft with X(h) < X(i). This allows the postcondition to 
be written as 
r=(MAXi: i~C:f(i)) 
where 
C=(ifO~i<N~(Ah:O~k<i:x(h)~X(i))). 
Since OE C, set C is nonempty. 
It is not difficuh to generate set C. The following program records in segment 
c( i: 0 s i < nc) the elements of C in increasing order. Its invariant is 
A c( i: 0~ i < nc) contains in increasing order the 
elements of Cn{i(OSi<n). 
Observe that PO implies c(O) = 0. 
n, nc:= 1,l; c:(O)=0 
;don#N 
+ifX(n)<X(c(nc-l))+c:(nc)=n;ne:=nc+l 
UX(n)2X(c(nc-l))-,skip 
fl 
. , n:=n+1 
od 
Notice that sequence X(c(i: 0~ i-c nc)) is decreasing, i.e. 
osi<j<nc * X(c(i))>X(c(j)). 
Now the postcondition may be formulated as 
R: r=(MAXi:OGi<nc:f(c(i))). 
We, consequently, have to compute for each c(i), 0s i < nc, the value off( c( i)), i.e. 
(Nj: c(i)<j<N: X(c(i))<X(j)). 
We do so by determining numbers S(i) and E(i), defined by 
S(0) = (Nj: c(0) < j< N: X(c(0)) < X(j)), 
and, for 16 i < nc? 
S(i)=(Nj: c(‘) j 1 < <N: X(c(i))<X(j)CX(c(i-l))), 
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and, for Ocii<nc-1, 
E(i)=(Nj: c(i)Gj<c(i+l): X(j)=X(c(i))) 
and 
E(nc-l)=(Nj: c(nc-l)~j:X(j)=X(c(nc-1))). 
Then, for 1 G i < nc, 
E(i-l)=(Nj:O~j~c(i):X(c(i))~X(j)~X(c(i-1))). 
Consequently, for 1 s i < nc, 
E(i-l)+S(i)=(Nj:O<j<N: X(c(i))<X(j)<X(c(i-1))). 
Since S(0) = (Nj: Ocj < N: X(c(0)) < X(j)), we have, for 0s i < nc, 
S(O)+(Sh: 1chsi: E(i-l)+S(i)) 
= (Nj: Osjc N: X(c(i)) < X(j)). 
Hence, for 0 6 i < nc, 
f(c(i)) 
{def. ,‘) 
(Nj: c(i)<j<N: X(c(i))<X(j)) 
= {equality above} 
S(O)+(Sh: l<hGiZ E(i-l)+S(i)) 
-(Nj: Ocj<c(i): X(c(i))<X(j)) 
= {(Aj: Osj<c(i): X(c(i))<X(j))} 
S(O)+(Sh: lshsi: E(i-l)+S(i))-c(i). 
We add to our program the recording of values E( i - 1) + S( i j: 
0: s(0) = S(0) 
A(A~: l<i<nc:s(i)=E(i-l)+S(i)) 
~s(nc)=E(nc-1). 
Once Q holds, postcondition R can be established by statement list SL, which has 
as its invavariant 
lshsnc 
/\p=(Sh:Osi<h:s(h)) 
~r=(MAXi:O~iih:f(c(i))). 
Its code is 
SL: h, p, r := 1, s(O), s(O) 
;dohfnc 
~p:=p~s(h){f(c(h))=p-c(h)} 
; r:= rmax(p-c(h)) 
; h:=h+l 
od{r=(MAXi:O~ii~c:f(c(i)))}. 
We still have to add to our program the establishment of Q. To that end we extend 
invariant PO with conjunct Pl (cf. definitions of Q, S(i), and E(i)): 
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PI: s(0) = (Nj: c(O) CjC n: X(c(0)) <X(j)) 
n(Ai: lsi<nc:s(i) 
=(Nj: cji-t)sjcc(i): X(j)=X(c(i-1))) 
+(Nj: cfijcj<n: X(c(~)~<X(j)~X(c(~-1)~~) 
~s(nc)=(Nj: c(nc-l)==j-=n: X~j)=X(c(nc-~~~~ 
Then PO A Pl A n = N implies 0. 
We thus arrive at a solution of the following structure: 
n,nc:=l,l;c:(o~=O;~:(o~=o;s:(l)=l 
;do~#~~ifX~~~<X(c(~c-l)~ 
+ c: (nc) = n; m:= m-6 1; s: (vlc) = 1 
nx(n)=X(c(nc-1)) 
3 s: (nc) = S(M) -t- r 
tlX(n)>X(c(nc-1)) 
+ifX(O)<X(n) 
+ s: (0) = s(0) + 1 
od 
; SL 
DX(O)3X(n) (X(c(nc-1))(X(n)~X(O)) 
+“determinejsuch that X(c(j))~X(n)GX(c(j-1))” 
; s: (j) = s(j) + 1 
fi 
fi 
; n:=n+l 
The action “determine j . . .” can be programmed by a binary search. Given initial 
condition 
the binary search is straightforward: 
j,k:=nc-1,O {X(c(j))<X(n)6X(c(k))) 
;dok#j-l+m:=(j+k)div2 
; if X(c(m))<X(n)+j:= n2 
ox(n)~X(c(m))+k:=Frz 
fi 
We have thus arrived at the following solution for our exercise: 
s: I[nc: in?; c( i: OS i < N), s( i: OS i C N): array of in?; 
\[n: int; n, nc:= 1,l; c: (0) =O; s: (0) =O; s: (1) = 1 
;don#N+ifX(n)<X(c(nc-1)) 
+c:(nc)=n;nc:=nc+l:s:(nc)=1 
lJX(n)=X(c(nc-1)) 
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+s: (PIc)=s(nc)+l 
D X(n) > X(c(nc- 1)) 
*if X(O)<X(~) 
+s: (o~=~(o~+l 
ax(o)~x(n) 
+j, k: int;j, k:= nc-1,0 
;dok#j-l-*/fur: ~~?;~:=(~+k~div2 
; if X(c(m))<X(n)+j:= 112 
UX(n)~X(c(m))+ k:= M 
. 
II” 
od 
;s: (j)=s(j)+l 
I/ 
fi 
fi 
; n:=n+1 
; ;idp : in ; -- t h p r - 1 s(0) s(O) . 
;d;hf-ac~;:=p+‘s(h);r:=rmax(p-e(h)) 
; h:=h+l 
od 
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Program S has an O( N log N) execution time. Our exercise bears resemblance 
to the problem of computing the ranks of the points in a given set in the plane. The 
rank of each point is the number of points in the set that have smaller X and Y 
coordinates. In [ 1] Bentley uses multidimensional divide-and-conquer to compute 
in O(N log N) time the ranks of all points in a set of size N. 
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